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Yearbook Staff

Academics

Meghan Harwell and John Birch
2003 RESIDENTIAL & TEACHING ASSISTANTS

Front row: Jesse George, Ann Clemons, Sherri Boudreaux, Laura Ficker, Maria Kohli, REMI Yu, Mehdyeh Gresham, John Birch, Valerie Braudard, Todd Selon, Michael Loughn; Second Row: Annie Shellito, Tanner Cordell, Jordan Steele, Kristin Deletet, David Beier, Paul Jarvis, Seth DeBose, Shane King, Scout Diereman, Sue Durova, Greg Bourgeois, Cecilia Chan, Billy Previdi, Jennifer Duplantis, Nicole Boudreaut; Below: Ron Lynch, Kelly Hanes, Brian Sea with future staffer

William Hogan, Megan Harwell, Bill Jo Clemmens; Missing-In-Action: Kristi Ehs and Ruth Bamba.
We make the brightest smiles brighter.
Jesse's Knights of the Round Table

Front row: Aryan Talwar, Neelaj Shah, Asim Rizvi, Sri Gudhe, Henry Lin; Second row: David Ou, Alexander Yu, Shashank Shendale, Robert Cho, Jesse George (RA), Kiran Shrama

Valerie & The Vixens

Front row: Jocelyn Daisey, Amanda Anderson, Casey Green, Dominique Barbovichew, Brittany Hazel, Valerie Broussard (RA), Becky Elliott, Cailyn LeBlanc; Top row: Sarah Brewer, Elizabeth Duin, Cindy Liu, Kate Milbany, Katy Mcleaney

Billy P. & Nerdnerer's Row


Kerrri & The Axe Effect

Front row: Margaret Rehner, Alice Teung, Koby Wurzak, Cindy Cheung; Second row: Maggie Cooper, Claire Kendig, Jennie Elliott, Liz Harrell, Kerri Yu (RA), Yi Yu; Back row: Devin Nagabrah, Esther Park, Su Young Kang
Maria & The Sunnydees

John B. & The Juggernauts

Front row: Maxine, Lasheta, Helen, Roz, Dave, Steve, Jeremy, Brian, Chris, Ben, Karl, Ken, Tony, Ben, Max, Matt,, Tom, Peter, Dave, Jim, Brian, Jeff, Ande, Al, Tom, Andy.

Second row: Rob, Tony, Ken, Brian, Ben, Ross, Karl, Tom, Andy, Ben, Steve, Dave, Dave, Max, Mike, Ben, Ben, Steve, Steve, Ben, Ben, Ben, Ben, Ben, Ben, Ben, Ben.

Meredith & The Fan Club Freaks

Front row: Meredith, Asia, Beth, Joe, Max, John, Monica, St. Cyn, Genevieve, Walgamotte

Back row: Meredith (RA), Jill, Miller, Yvonne, Pat, Gabrielle, Kari, Stu, Paul, Elke, Anne, Annette, Asia, Naseem, Beth, Zhu, Max, John, Monica, St. Cyn, Genevieve, Walgamotte

Left to right: Jason Steely (RA), Patrick Castro, Steven Netze, Josh Smith, Garrett Forth, Chad Neffen, Eugene Sharan, Doug Wadsworth, Ryan Griffin, Keshy Kojjek, Joe O'Grady, Sagar Wadhawan, Anshu Pannaparam, Tim Guo, Nick Johnson

JASON & THE WHASINOS
Slip & Slide

Soccer

Volleyball

Advance... Where the fun never ends.
.. until the very last day of it all.
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